
Touareg



Meet the third-generation Touareg.

Designed for the 
 restless spirit

This bold new class of SUV was created for those who won’t settle even if 

they’re at the top of their game. Because they know there’s always more 

to explore. They are the type of person who constantly asks, “Where to 

from here?”. Well, we’ve asked ourselves the same question. Which is why 

we’ve designed the luxurious and technologically advanced Touareg to 

take you on every new adventure your restless spirit longs to pursue on 

this journey of life. 

With class-leading features ranging from Night Vision and IQ Light Matrix 

LED headlights to the only 15” Innovision Cockpit in its class, the future of 

luxury exploration has arrived.



Designed for the 
smoothest ride
Whether exploring the city streets or 
untamed territories, the Touareg comes 
with six modes designed to enhance 
the overall driving experience.

Each mode is easily accessible and readily controllable through the on-board 

computer, giving drivers the ability to tailor their driving based on the road ahead. 

With the availability of driving models like “Gravel” and “Sand”, drivers have great 

control in the often demanding South African conditions. 

No terrain is the same, that’s why the Touareg’s air suspension and rear-axle steering 

allows you to enjoy ultimate driving comfort by adapting the height of the car to 

the path you’re on, with a choice of Normal, Comfort, Off-road and Special Off-road 

driving profiles. 

The Touareg can also be raised to give you 70mm more ground clearance or lowered 

by 40mm to make loading and unloading easier. Air suspension with 4-wheel 

steering is standard on the Executive model and optional on the Luxury model.



The Touareg is powered by a 3.0 V6 turbodiesel 

engine with 190kW and 600Nm, so you can confidently 

navigate your way through rugged terrain. Volkswagen’s 

new premium offering includes our patented 4MOTION® 

technology that powers each wheel independently, 

giving you traction even if all the wheels are not 

touching the ground.

Designed to
 perform



The Touareg exudes luxury at 
every turn, with an interior 
that offers significantly more 
room than its predecessor. 

Through its progressive design and exacting craftsmanship, the 

Touareg sits comfortably in a class of its own.

The Touareg’s interior boasts a list of features to impress even the 

most discerning motoring enthusiasts. Features such as its 14-

way ergoComfort seats - standard on the Luxury and Executive - 

offer electric adjustment for the seat height, length, seat cushion 

angle, backrest angle and 4-way electrically adjustable lumbar 

support. 

As you explore and adapt to new territories, the Touareg follows 

suit with an optional Ambient Lighting package that beautifully 

illuminates the interior of the vehicle in a choice of 30 striking 

colours and, coupled with Climate Control, creates an environment 

so comfortable, only the driver’s spirit might remain restless.

Alternatively, the standard Active front climate seats offer a 

choice of three separate ventilation settings for the driver and 

front passenger. The centre console, in matt black, features silver 

decorative inlays, while the leather-trimmed multi-function 

steering wheel and gear knob are finished with a gloss black inlay 

and aluminium trim, giving the cabin a sporty elegance.

Designed for
 luxurious comfort

Ambient Lighting & Climate Control



Like a black-painted radiator grille with distinctive 

chrome strips on the individual louvres. 

The stainless-steel loading-sill protector on 

the luggage compartment marries beauty and 

practicality, while two rectangular chrome tailpipes 

complete the picture, creating a graceful and elegant 

overall impression. The panoramic sunroof, leather 

seats and gear paddles elevate the Touareg to a level 

of class that imbues both style and substance.

Designed to
 be seen

The Touareg raises the 
standard of the SUV 
category with a number of 
striking design features that 
come standard.



Innovision
Cockpit
The Innovision Cockpit allows the driver to control the  

Touareg’s command centre through touch, gesture and 

voice. This pioneering touchscreen technology lives 

beautifully in its crystal-clear screen, merging seamlessly 

into a digital dashboard. Standard on the Executive,  

this is a feature to complement the drive wherever life  

may take you.

The Innovision screen sits alongside a 12” digital 

instrument cluster, angled towards the driver, giving an 

ergonomically optimised display that can be customised 

with the driver’s favourite apps and photos.



There’s no mistaking the Touareg, with its distinctive 

contours and assertive lines working in tandem to direct 

you towards its extended bonnet. Its tail light clusters 

create an attractive rear design of chrome trapezoid 

tailpipes on either side, while the roof rails offer more 

versatility when required.

Designed to
 turn heads



When it comes to progressive technology, the 

Touareg really raises the bar. Whether in the city 

or off-road, the Touareg has the answer, thanks 

to its wide range of customisable systems and 

programmes, connected and controlled by a digital 

interface and multi-function steering wheel.

Designed to allow the driver to tailor a unique 

experience, the Touareg comes with an impressive 

list of standard and optional features that ensures 

comfort and convenience. The standard Easy Open/

Easy Close keyless access allows you to open and 

close the electric tailgate by pressing and holding 

a button. There is also a time delay and convenient 

power latching function.

For further convenience, provided you have the 

key on you, there are sensors under the rear of the 

vehicle, and with a flick of your foot, you can open 

the electric tailgate – standard on both models. 

The standard Discover Pro Navigation touchscreen 

infotainment system features a glass-covered 

9.2” colour touchscreen for navigation and radio 

functions. It responds to spoken voice commands 

for navigation and telephone functions. 

It also features Gesture Control, for use with 

various menus, that can be activated or 

de-activated as required.

Designed to 
 advance



The Touareg has a host of 
innovative tech features 
that focus on maximising 
the safety of the driver 
and occupants. 

Features like IQ Light Matrix LED headlights with 

intelligent light modes and dynamic Light Assist (only 

available on the Executive model), all minimise the 

chances of a collision, by providing greater illumination 

without dazzling other road users, whilst blending 

seamlessly into the wide front grille to give an 

unmistakable look.

The Touareg’s impressive features include Front Assist 

and Adaptive Cruise Control which automatically adjust 

your speed to that of the vehicle ahead, ensuring you 

keep a safe distance. 

Using ultrasonic sensors, the intelligent Touareg 

detects and determines whether a space is large 

enough for either bay or parallel parking, which not 

only makes parallel parking easier, but also helps you 

reverse park into a space at 90 degrees to the kerb. 

Once the vehicle is in reverse, all the driver has to do 

is operate the accelerator, brake and keep a lookout, 

while Touareg steers itself into its chosen space.

Designed for
 peace of mind

Adaptive Cruise Control (ACC). *International model shown, local specification may differ



The rear-view 
camera displays the 
area behind the vehicle 
on the infotainment 
system screen, helping 
you manoeuvre into tight 
spaces quickly and easily. 

Auxiliary lines help you navigate safely into parking 

spaces, and with the high-resolution display, even 

small obstacles such as kerbs are visible.

The Touareg uses revolutionary technology to ensure 

that you’ll always be one step ahead. Innovation like 

Night Vision (part of the Advanced Safety package) 

uses infrared beams to scan an area up to 130m 

ahead, detecting thermal radiation and projecting 

an image onto the digital cockpit. If the situation is 

critical, the system will warn you and precondition 

the brake assistance systems, helping to maximise 

safety at night.

This is especially effective if visibility is impaired by fog 

or rain, enabling you to see a person or animal ahead. 

Optional on both models.

The optional Advanced Safety package on the Touareg 

comes with Lane Assist and Side Assist which helps 

prevent accidents by using a camera-controlled 

warning system to monitor the vehicle’s position in 

relation to road markings and other cars, notifying the 

driver if it senses any danger. 

To complete this impressive array of safety features, 

Head-up Display is included in the Advanced Safety 

package, so you can keep your eye on the road with 

peace of mind that you will be alerted to dangers 

around you.

Side Assist



R-Line 
package

The R-Line package – standard on the Executive model - is exquisitely 

stylised, with specially designed front bumpers, body-coloured wheel 

arch protection, side skirts, and R-Line badging on the front panels and 

front grille.

The exterior styling is completed with 80% tinted heat-insulating glass 

from the B-pillar backwards and silver anodised roof rails. 

The R-Line styling creates 
a dynamic exterior that 
demonstrates once again that 
the Touareg is here to impress.



Luxury 

 

• Drive Profile Selection 

• 9.2” Discover Pro Navigation

• 19” alloy wheels

• App-Connect and Volkswagen Media Control

• Adaptive Cruise Control and Front Assist

• Panoramic sunroof

• Electric tailgate

• Electric seats

• Park Distance Control (front and rear)

• Park Assist with Rear-view camera

• LED headlights

• Tow bar with Trailer Assist

• Climatronic airconditioning

• Easy Open / Easy Close

• Active Climate Seats 

• Ambient Light Package

Executive 

 

• R-Line Package

• Drive Profile Selection 

• 9.2” Discover Pro Navigation

•  4-zone Climate Control with multi-zone  

controls in the rear

• 20” alloy wheels

• App-Connect and Volkswagen Media Control

• Adaptive Cruise Control and Front Assist

• Panoramic sunroof

• Electric tailgate

• Electric seats

• Park Distance Control (front and rear)

• Park Assist with Rear-view camera

• IQ Light Matrix LED headlights

• Tow bar with Trailer Assist

• Easy Open / Easy Close

• Active Climate Seats

• Ambient Light Package for R-Line

• Innovision Cockpit 

Designed to
 innovate



The Touareg is a premium vehicle designed to give 

those who possess the pioneering spirit, the means 

to go forth and explore the vast unknown. Stylish and 

sophisticated, intelligent and powerful, the luxurious 

Touareg proudly demonstrates Volkswagen’s vision 

for the future. 

For drivers who long for 
the next river to pass or 
city to explore, there is 
only one SUV – 
the Touareg.

Designed 
for you



Introducing the Touareg 
with Black Style package.

Designed to enhance 
on-road presence

The Touareg was designed for those who know there’s 

always more to gain when you refuse to settle. It’s this 

restless spirit that drove us to create the Black Style 

package. Exclusive to the Executive Model, the Black Style 

package includes black mirror housings, black 21” Suzuka 

alloy wheels, black roof rails, black radiator grille and 

chrome elements, to achieve a luxury SUV that matches the 

presence and power of those who live in the black.

The Black Style package is an option on the Executive model 

and is available in combination with selected colours only.



*Colour not available on Executive model or in conjunction with R-Line Package.

Colours

Pure White 

Solid

Grenadilla Black 

Metallic 

Silicon Grey

Metallic

Oryx White 

Pearlescent 

Oyster Silver

Metallic

Tamarind Brown

Metallic

The illustrations on this page can only be regarded as a general guide as the printing 

process cannot render the true depth and brilliance of the paint finishes with absolute accuracy.

Please note that certain paint and trim combinations may not be available. 



Wheels & Rims

Esperance

19” alloy wheels

(Standard on Luxury)

Braga

20” alloy wheels

(Standard on Executive)

Black Suzuka

21” alloy wheels

(Only with Black Style Package - 

Optional on Executive)

Nevada

20” alloy wheels

(Optional on the Luxury model when 

the R-Line Package is seleceted)

Suzuka

21” alloy wheels

(Optional on Executive)



Mud flap

Rear

Boot tray Boot mat - reversible

Velour/plastic nubs

Mud flap

Front 

Textile footmats 

Premium

Footboard for the side skirt

Aluminium, silver, anodised

Cargo liner

Luggage compartment  

plug-in module

All-weather floormat set  

Front + rear 

Loading lip protection 

Transparent

Accessories

Exterior

Interior

The Touareg has arrived and is the most technologically and visually progressive SUV from 

Volkswagen to date. It’s a luxury vehicle that offers you accessories that enable you to have your 

personal taste and style reflected, inside and out, and caters to meet your practical needs as well.

Roof box 

Comfort, 340 litres,  

high-gloss black

Roof box 

Comfort, 460 litres,  

high-gloss black

Transport and travel

Supporting rods

T-groove, Aero profile

Bicycle holder*

For bicycle frames of up to  

100 mm (oval)/80 mm 

(round)

Espresso maker

12V on-board power 

operation 

Bicycle carrier for the  

towing hitch

3 bicycles, folding, 

Compact III

Bicycle carrier for the  

towing hitch

2 bicycles, folding, 

Compact III

*International model shown, local specification may differ.



Volkswagen SUVs
Volkswagen’s T-SUV family is adaptable, adventurous,  
and everything in between. And yet, each member  
brings their own flair to the table.  

Touareg

This bold SUV was created for those who won’t settle at the top of 

their game because they know there’s always more to explore in this 

journey of life. Built for the people who ask, “Where to from here?”, 

we’ve designed the luxurious and technically advanced Touareg to take 

you on every new venture your restless spirit longs to pursue.

Tiguan Allspace

The Tiguan Allspace is more than just a car. It’s more than just 

technology and beauty; it’s a vehicle that’s ready for adventure. 

From its eye-catching design to its exceptional versatility, this 

7-seater has been designed in the mould of your family and 

assure ultimate functionality when it comes to your lifestyle 

demands. Explore more with an SUV that has more.

T-Cross

The T-Cross is versatile and practical and spares no expense 

when it comes to comfort and style. It’s designed for people 

who believe that the journey should be just as thrilling as getting 

to the destination. For people who aren’t afraid to reroute the 

course – play by your rules with an SUV that can keep up with 

it all.

Taigo

For those who have a spirited independence and who are in constant 

search of liberation, there is the Taigo. Designed to resemble the 

shape of freedom, the Taigo is characterised by its sporty coupé-like  

form and its sharp lines that guide your eyes from the front to the back.  

The search for freedom awaits, and starts in the Taigo.

Tiguan

Build so that you can take command of the road, while taking care of 

your family. Reimagined to do most of the thinking for you, it’s as smart 

as it is stylish. Embracing all the most sophisticated technologies, the 

Tiguan is here to never give your safety a second thought so that you 

can put family first.

T-Roc

Stand out from the crowd with the new T-Roc: a car that’s as 

confident as you are, challenges the status quo, leads the pack, 

and refuses to follow. From its bold design to its sophisticated 

4MOTION® technology, it’s all you need for pure, unrivalled 

performance and for a drive to defy.



Touareg Specification
3.0 TDI V6

Luxury

190kW

3.0 TDI V6

Executive

190kW

Engine

Capacity (cm3) 2 967 2 967

Cylinders 6 6

Valves (per cylinder) 4 4

Power (kW) 190 @ 3250 - 4250 190 @ 3250 - 4250

Torque (Nm) 600 @ 2250 - 3250 600 @ 2250 - 3250

Turbocharger X X

Regenerative braking X X

CO2 Emissions (g/km) 194 194

Transmission

8-speed Tiptronic X X

4MOTION®, permanent four wheel drive with Torsen differential X X

Performance

0-100 km/h (seconds) 6,5 6,5

Top speed 235 235

Fuel consumption

Urban cycle 8,2 8,2

Extra-urban 6,5 6,5

Combined 7,1 7,1

Running Gear

Independent suspension on double wishbones at front and rear X X

Front underbody guard X X

Suspension Package with Air Suspension and Rear Wheel Steering: 
Four-corner air suspension with electronic shock absorption control, rear axle steering, Drive Profile 
Selection with direct tyre pressure monitoring system."

O X

Brakes 

ABS (Anti-locking Brake System) X X

ESP (Electronic Stability Programme) with trailer stabilization X X

Basic rear differential X X

Automatic slip-control differential X X

Hill hold / Hill climb assist X X

Electromechanical parking brake with Auto hold X X

Disc brakes - front and rear X X

Wheelrims / Tyres

Alloy 8.5J x 19" "Esperance" (255/55 R 19) X -

Alloy 9J x 20" "Braga", Volkswagen R, diamond-turned (285/45 R 20) - X

Anti-theft wheel bolts X X

Space-saving spare wheel with tool kit & jack X X

Tyre pressure monitor O X

"Nevada" 9J x 20" , Volkswagen R, black, diamond-turned (285/45 R 20) (part of optional R-Line 
Package)

O -

"Suzuka" 9.5J x 21" Volkswagen R Alloy wheels (285/45 R 21) - O

Touareg Specifications
X = standard   O = optional   - = not available



Touareg Specification
3.0 TDI V6

Luxury

190kW

3.0 TDI V6

Executive

190kW

Dimensions / Capacities 

Fuel tank (l) 90 90

Luggage space  (l) 810 810

Length (mm) 4 878 4 878

Height (mm) 1 702 1 702

Width (mm) 1 984 1 984

Wheelbase (mm) 2 895 2 895

Track - front (mm) 1 669 1 669

Track - rear (mm) 1 685 1 685

Turning circle (m) 11,9 11,9

Weights

Tare Mass 2 040 2 040

GVM 2 810 2 810

GCM 6 310 6 300

Towing mass, unbraked (kg) 750 750

Towing mass, braked (kg) 3500 3500

Ground clearance (mm): Standard 215 215

Approach/departure angle 31° 31°

Audio & Communication

Discover Pro navigation system X X

USB-C interface and USB charging socket X X

App-Connect X X

Mobile phone interface X -

Mobile phone interface "Business" with inductive charging function O X

DynAudio" Sound System: 16-channel amplifier, 12+1 speakers, subwoofer O O

Innovision Cockpit: 
Multi-color Volkswagen Digital Cockpit with 12-inch Premium instrument cluster, USB-C interface and 
USB charging socket , Premium Navigation, Inductive charging, Black gloss centre console

O X

Safety

Small Parking Package (Rear view camera with Park Assist with Park Distance Control) X X

LED Headlights, with LED Daytime Running Lights X -

Premium Headlight Package (IQ Light Matrix LED headlights with advanced high-beam, LED separate 
daytime running lights, dynamic turn signal, headlight washer and LED rear combination tail lights)

- X

LED rear combination taillights X -

LED rear combination taillights with dynamic turn signal - X

Light Assist high-beam control X X

Driver's and front passenger's airbags with passenger airbag deactivation X X

Side airbags for outer rear seats, incl. side airbags in front and curtain airbag system X X

Power steering X X

Warning signal and warning lamp for front and rear seat belts not fastened X X

3-point seat belts in front with height adjustment and seat belt pretensioners X X

3-point seat belts with seat belt pretensioners for the outer rear seats X X

ISOFIX child-seat locating points - outside rear seats X X

Door open warning device X X

First aid bag and warning triangle X X

Advanced Safety Package: Lane Assist & Side Assist with Night Vision and Head-up display) O O

Lights & Vision package (with mirror memory function) X X

Security

Anti-theft alarm system, interior monitoring, backup horn and towing protection X X

Immobiliser X X

Remote central locking with selective unlocking & automatic locking X X

Touareg Specifications
X = standard   O = optional   - = not available



Touareg Specification
3.0 TDI V6

Luxury

190kW

3.0 TDI V6

Executive

190kW

Seats

"Vienna" Comfort seats (Leather trim with seat heating, pneumatically adjustable lumbar support and 
rear centre armrest)

X -

"Vienna" R-Line Comfort seats (Leather trim with seat heating, pneumatically adjustable lumbar 
support and rear centre armrest)

- X

Memory Package (Power seat adjustment for front seats with memory feature, with memory function 
and powerfolding mirrors)

X X

Active climate seats in front X X

Mirrors

Colour-coded exterior mirrors X X

Electric / heated / foldable side mirrors, auto-dimming on driver's side with memory X X

Windows

Electric windows all round X X

Green heat-insulating glass windows on sides and in rear X X

Heated rear window X X

Interior Features

Climatronic air-conditioner (2-Zone) X -

Climatronic in front, and multi-zone controls in the rear (4-Zone) - X

Adaptive Cruise Control ACC "stop & go" incl. speed limiter X X

Autonomous Emergency Braking Front Assist X X

Ambient Light Package: Additional interior lighting in 30 different colours, illuminated door sill plates X X

Leather-wrapped multi-function steering wheel with shifting paddles X -

Leather-wrapped multi-function sports steering wheel, heated, with shift paddles - X

230 Volt inverter and outlet X X

Exterior Features

Roof rails, silver-anodised X X

Colour-coded door handles X X

Easy Open/Easy Close (Keyless "Access" with Easy Open sensor controlled luggage compartment 
opener, powered luggage compartment cover)

X X

Electrically, Foldable Towbar with Trailer Assist X X

Panoramic glass sunroof X X

Chrome trapezoidal tailpipes X X

"Cargo Package: 
Net partition, luggage compartment mat, variable luggage/load compartment floor and luggage net)"

X X

Volkswagen Package (R-Line items not available separately)

Pedals in brushed stainless steel O X

Leather-wrapped multi-function three-spoke steering wheel with tiptronic, heated, R-Line design O X

R-Line bumpers O X

Stainless steel loading edge protection O X

High-gloss black centre console O X

R-Line aluminium decorative inserts in Silver Wave O X

R-Line radiator chrome grille O X

R-Line scuff plates O X

Black headliner O X

"Nevada" 9J x 20", Volkswagen R, black, diamond-turned O -

"Braga" 9J x 20", Volkswagen R, diamond-turned - X

Touareg Specifications
X = standard   O = optional   - = not available



Touareg Specification
3.0 TDI V6

Luxury

190kW

3.0 TDI V6

Executive

190kW

Black Style Package (Compatible with R-Line only)

Black chrome front grille, black decorative trims on side windows, black exterior mirror housings - O

Black roof rails - O

Dark Red LED rear combination lamps with dynamic turn signal - O

"Suzuka" 9.5J x 21" Volkswagen R, Black alloy wheels - O

Guarantees

5 year / 100 000 km Easy Drive Maintenance Plan X X

3 year / 120 000 km warranty X X

12-year anti-corrosion warranty X X

15,000 km service intervals X X

Disclaimer

Dimensions, capacities and abilities apply to standard vehicles. 
Actual consumption will vary with vehicle loading, driving style, climatic and road conditions. 
This information was effective as at 12 January 2023 valid for model year 23 and is subject to change without notice.

Touareg Specifications
X = standard   O = optional   - = not available



Recommended retail prices
3.0 TDI V6

Luxury

190kW

3.0 TDI V6

Executive

190kW

Retail Price R1,331,800 R1,622,800

Paint

Metallic / Pearlescent Paint No Cost No Cost

Oryx White Pearl R23,300 R23,300

Exterior

"Suspension Package with Air Suspension and Rear Wheel Steering: 
Four-corner air suspension with electronic shock absorption control, rear axle steering, Drive Profile 
Selection with direct tyre pressure monitoring system."

R63,000 X

R-Line Package: 
R-Line exterior with Black headliner and "Nevada" 9J x 20" Alloys only Luxury 

R73,000 X

Black Style Package (Compatible with R-Line only) 
Black Style Exterior with Black 21” "Suzuka" Alloy Wheels

- R49,900

Wheels & Tyres

"Suzuka" 9.5J x 21" Volkswagen R, Dark Graphite Alloy wheels - R44,600

Audio & Communication 

Innovision Cockpit: 
Multi-colour Volkswagen Digital Cockpit with 12-inch Premium instrument cluster, 3 additional USB 
ports, Premium Navigation, inductive charging, Black gloss centre console

R93,500 X

Innovision Cockpit for Namibia: 
Multi-colour Volkswagen Digital Cockpit with 12-inch Premium instrument cluster, 3 additional USB 
ports, Premium Navigation,Black gloss centre console

R93,500 X

Dynaudio sound system: subwoofer, effect speakers, center speakers and amplifier (Forces 1G1 = 
Spare Wheel)

R20,600 R20,600

Safety

Advanced Safety Package: Lane Assist & Side Assist with Night Vision and Head-up display (forces 8X1 
on Lux - Headlight Washer System)

R73,800 R73,800

This information was effective as at 12 January 2023 valid for model year 23 and is subject to change without notice.

Prices are inclusive of CO
2
 tax and 15% VAT 

X = standard   O = optional   - = not available

Touareg Prices & Options



Visit us at vw.co.za
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